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By continuing to use the site, you agree to the use of cookies. more
information The cookie settings on this website are set to "allow

cookies" to give you the best browsing experience possible. If you
continue to use this website without changing your cookie settings or

you click "Accept" below then you are consenting to this.Q:
Array_replace for large array I have an array with around 20,000 (yeah

20,000) items in it. When I replace the values in the array I do
something like this: $result = array_replace($array, $items); It

obviously performs very poorly with that many items. Is there a more
efficient way to do this? I'm open to PHP/MySQL solutions, etc. A:

Lists aren't made for this. Put them in an object or array and then iterate
and modify: $array = new ArrayObject($data); foreach ($array as $key
=> $value) { $array->$key = $value; } Now that the Senate’s baseball
impeachment trial is set to begin, an active Twitter user from Syracuse,

New York has made a plea for the president’s followers to join their
community. Those who have responded so far are overwhelmingly on

Team Constitutionalists, with only one reportedly supporting the
impeachment. As of Thursday morning, the following tweets —

identified by the small “@” symbol next to their usernames, showing
they are verified accounts — had tweeted in support of the president.
This one, from @Elipetta, is a particularly good one. It’s not just the

tweets of @Elipetta that were lifted from the president’s Twitter feed,
but from many other users who’ve fallen under the Twitter-following

spell. The Twitter user who’s apparently taken over from the
president’s account (not surprisingly, they use a placeholder image) is
the Syracuse baseball fan. While we await more Tweets from the new

account, here are some from the old one. There’s some talk about
Dictator Biden and his possible impeachment. But do we really need to

go there?Dear Prime Minister, I am writing to you this afternoon in
order to ask for your help in protecting our environment. 2d92ce491b
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